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Abstract
Link streams model interactions over time, and a clique in a link stream
is defined as a set of nodes and a time interval such that all pairs of nodes
in this set interact permanently during this time interval. This notion was
introduced recently in the case where interactions are instantaneous. We
generalize it to the case of interactions with durations and show that the
instantaneous case actually is a particular case of the case with durations.
We propose an algorithm to detect maximal cliques that improves our
previous one for instantaneous link streams, and performs better than the
state of the art algorithms in several cases of interest.
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Introduction

A graph is a pair of sets G = (V, E) where V is a set of nodes and E ⊆ V × V
a set of links. If there is no distinction between (u, v) and (v, u) for u and
v in V , then G is undirected. If for all (u, v) in E, u 6= v then G is simple.
One generally considers undirected simple graphs. A clique of G is a set of
nodes C ⊆ V such that all nodes of C are linked to each other, i.e. for all
{u, v} ⊆ C, (u, v) ∈ E. A clique C is maximal if there is no other clique C ′
such that C ⊂ C ′ . Enumerating maximal cliques of a graph is one of the most
fundamental problems in computer science [1, 2, 10, 4].
An instantaneous link stream is a triplet L = (T, V, E) where T is a time
interval, V a set of nodes and E ⊆ T × V × V a set of instantaneous links. If
there is no distinction between (t, u, v) and (t, v, u), then L is undirected. If
for all (t, u, v) in E, u 6= v then L is simple. For any given duration ∆, we
introduced in [12] the notion of ∆-clique in a simple undirected link stream
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L = (T, V, E): it is a pair C = (X, [x, y]) with X ⊆ V and [x, y] ⊆ T such
that for all {u, v} ⊆ X and I ⊆ [x, y] with |I| = ∆ there is a t in I such that
(t, u, v) ∈ E. In other words, there is an interaction between all pairs of nodes
in X at least once every ∆ within [x, y]. A clique C = (X, [x, y]) is maximal
if there is no other clique C ′ = (X ′ , [x′ , y ′ ]) such that C ′ 6= C, X ⊆ X ′ and
[x, y] ⊆ [x′ , y ′ ]. We proposed a first algorithm to enumerate all maximal ∆cliques of an instantaneous link stream [12], recently improved by adapting the
Bron-Kerbosch algorithm [6, 7].
A link stream with durations, or simply link stream, is a triplet L =
(T, V, E) where T is a time interval, V a set of nodes and E ⊆ T × T × V × V a
set of links such that for all links (b, e, u, v) in E we have e ≥ b 1 . We call e−b the
duration of the link. If there is no distinction between (b, e, u, v) and (b, e, v, u),
then L is undirected. If for all (b, e, u, v) in E, u 6= v and for all (b, e, u, v)
and (b′ , e′ , u, v) in E, [b, e] ∩ [b′ , e′ ] = ∅ then L is simple. In the remainder of
this paper, unless explicitly specified, we will consider simple undirected link
streams only.
A clique in a link stream with durations is a pair C = (X, [x, y]) with X ⊆ V
and [x, y] ⊆ T such that for all {u, v} ⊆ X there is a link (b, e, u, v) in E such
that [x, y] ⊆ [b, e]. In other words, all pairs of nodes in X are continuously
linked together from x to y. A clique C = (X, [x, y]) is maximal if there is no
other clique C ′ = (X ′ , [x′ , y ′ ]) such that C ′ 6= C, X ⊆ X ′ and [x, y] ⊆ [x′ , y ′ ].
See Figure 1 for an illustration.
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1:
Maximal
cliques
in
the
link
stream
L
=
(T, V, E), with T
=
[0, 20], V
=
{a, b, c, d} and E
=
{(2, 10, a, b), (4, 16, b, c), (6, 12, a, c), (8, 16, c, d), (13, 17, b, d)}.
Two maximal cliques of L are highlighted: in red, ({a, b, c}, [6, 10]) is a maximal clique
since [6, 10] is the largest interval over which nodes a, b, and c all interact
together and they don’t interact with d over this time interval. Similarly,
({b, c, d}, [13, 16]) is a maximal clique, since a does not interact with b, c, d over
[13, 16], and there is no larger interval such that b, c, d all interact together.
There are no other maximal cliques in L involving 3 nodes, but there are
many other maximal cliques in L, such as ({c, d}, [8, 16]) or ({a, c}, [6, 12]) for
instance.
1 Though in theory we can consider that time is either discrete or continuous, in all practical
cases the datasets have an intrinsic time resolution and time is therefore discrete in practice.
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Cliques in link streams with durations (and ∆-cliques in instantaneous link
streams) bring valuable information in the study of different kinds of datasets;
for instance they indicate malicious computers coordinating their actions [11].
Likewise, co-presence relations between animals is a key source of insight in
ethology [3], and cliques in the link streams with duration modeling such data
may indicate significant meetings. Many other fields may benefit from clique
computations in link streams with durations in a similar way.
In this paper, we first extend our algorithm for maximal ∆-cliques in instantaneous link streams [12] to enumerate all maximal cliques in link streams with
durations. The obtained algorithm is significantly simpler than the previous
version, and has a slightly lower complexity; we show that it is possible to use
it to enumerate maximal cliques in instantaneous link streams too, making it
both more general and more efficient than our previous algorithm. Experiments
show that its running time is better than our previous algorithm, as expected,
but also that it outperforms the more recent algorithm of Himmel et al. [6, 7]
in several cases of practical interest.
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Algorithm

Like in [12] our algorithm (Algorithm 1) relies on a set S of previously computed
cliques that we call candidates, and a set M of already seen cliques. We initially
populate both sets with the trivial clique ({u, v}, [b, b]), for all links (b, e, u, v) ∈
E (Line 2) (finding cliques involving only one node is trivial and makes little
sense, so we ignore them). Then, our algorithm iteratively picks and processes
an element (X, [x, y]) from S (Line 4), until S is empty (while loop from Line 3
to Line 17). Processing (X, [x, y]) consists in searching for nodes v 6∈ X such
that (X ∪ {v}, [x, y]) is a clique (Lines 6 to 10), and for times y ′ > y such that
(X, [x, y ′ ]) is a clique (Lines 11 to 15).
For each node v not in X, Line 7 checks that for all u in X, there exists a
link (b, e, u, v) in the stream, with [x, y] ⊆ [b, e]. If v satisfies this property, then
(X, [x, y]) is not maximal (Line 8) and if (X ∪ {v}, [x, y]) has not already been
seen (Line 9) then we add to both S and M (Line 10).
The value of l computed at Line 11 is the largest time l > y such that
(X, [x, l]) is a clique. Line 12 checks that this clique is different from (X, [x, y]),
i.e. l 6= y. In this case, (X, [x, y]) is not maximal (Line 13), and if the new
clique (X, [x, l]) is new (Line 14) we add it to S and M (Line 15).
If no node v or time l satisfies the conditions above, then the clique (X, [x, y])
is maximal and isMax is true when we reach Line 16; we add the maximal clique
to the output (Line 17).
Theorem 1 (Correctness). Given a simple undirected link stream with durations, Algorithm 1 computes the set of all its maximal cliques involving at least
two nodes.
We first show that all the elements in the output of Algorithm 1 are cliques,
then that they are maximal, and finally that all maximal cliques are in this
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Algorithm 1 Maximal cliques of a simple undirected link stream with durations
input: a simple undirected link stream with durations L = (T, V, E)
output: the set of all maximal cliques in L involving at least two nodes
1: S ← ∅, R ← ∅, M ← ∅
2: for (b, e, u, v) ∈ E: add ({u, v}, [b, b]) to S and to M
3: while S 6= ∅ do
4:
take and remove (X, [x, y]) from S
set isMax to True
5:
6:
for v in V \ X do
if (X ∪ {v}, [x, y]) is a clique then
7:
8:
set isMax to False
9:
if (X ∪ {v}, [x, y]) not in M then
10:
add (X ∪ {v}, [x, y]) to S and M
l ← min(e : ∃(b, e, u, v) ∈ E such that u, v ∈ X and [x, y] ⊆ [b, e])
11:
12:
if y 6= l then
13:
set isMax to False
14:
if (X, [x, l]) not in M then
15:
add (X, [x, l]) to S and M
if isMax then
16:
17:
add (X, [x, y]) to R
18: return R
output.
Lemma 1. In Algorithm 1, all elements of S are cliques of L.
Proof. S initially contains cliques (Line 2) and Line 10 clearly preserves this
property. The value l computed at Line 11 is the smallest value such that there
exists a link of the form (b, l, u, v) ∈ E for any two nodes u, v ∈ X. Since
[x, y] ⊆ [b, l] this means that (X, [x, l]) is a clique, and so the elements added at
Line 15 are also cliques.
Lemma 2. All the elements of the set returned by Algorithm 1 are maximal
cliques of L.
Proof. A clique (X, [x, y]) from S is added to R only if isMax is True (Lines 16
and 17). If (X, [x, y]) is not maximal, then at least one of three conditions is
true: (1) there exists a node v such that (X ∪ {v}, [x, y]) is a clique, and then
isMax is set to False at Lines 7 and 8, or (2) there exists a time f < x such that
(X, [f, y]) is a clique, or (3) there exists a time l > y such that (X, [x, l]) is a
clique. The second case cannot occur as all elements (X, [x, y]) of S all involve
(from its initialization and by recurrence) a link starting at x. If we are in the
third case, then Line 11 computes a value of l satisfying l > y, which implies
that the condition of Line 12 is satisfied, and so Line 13 sets isMax to False.
Finally, if a clique of S is not maximal it cannot be added to R.
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In order to prove the final result, we need the following lemma.
Lemma 3. Let L = (T, V, E) be a simple link stream, and let C = (X, [x, y]) be
a maximal clique of L. Then there exists a link (b, e, u, v) in E such that u and
v are in X and b = x.
Proof. Assume this is false. Then, for all u, v ∈ X, there is a link (b, e, u, v)
such that b < x and e ≥ y. Then clearly C is not maximal.
Lemma 4. The set returned by Algorithm 1 contains all maximal cliques of L.
Proof. Let us consider a maximal clique C = (X, [x, y]) of L. If C is in S at
some stage then it is easy to check that the algorithm adds it to R. We therefore
show that C is in S at some stage.
Let us denote by k the size of X, i.e. |X| = k. Let u, v ∈ X such that there
is a link (x, e, u, v) in E; such nodes exist according to Lemma 3. Let w0 = u,
w1 = v, and let (w2 , . . . , wk−1 ) be an arbitrary ordering of all nodes in X \{u, v}.
For all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1, we consider the clique Ci = ({w0 , w1 , . . . , wi }, [x, x]).
We will show that, if Ci is in S at some stage, then the algorithm adds Ci+1
to S when Ci is the clique picked in S at Line 4. Indeed, when this happens,
Lines 6 to 10 build (Xi ∪ {wi+1 }, [x, x]) = Ci+1 from it and thus add Ci+1 to S
and M at Line 10.
C1 is added to S by Line 2, and if Ci is in S at some stage, then the algorithm
adds Ci+1 to S. Therefore, Ck−1 is added to S at some stage.
Consider now the iteration at which Ck−1 is picked from S at Line 4. Then,
the value l computed at Line 11 is equal to y. Otherwise, either l > y and then
C would not maximal, or l < y and then C would not be a clique. Therefore,
the clique added to S at Line 15 is C.
Theorem 2 (Complexity). Given a link stream L = (T, V, E) with |V | = n
and |E| = m, Algorithm 1 enumerates all maximal cliques of L in O(2n n3 m2 +
2n n2 m2 log m) time.
Proof. The complexity of Algorithm 1 is dominated by the complexity of its
main loop. The number of iterations of this loop is bounded by the number of
elements added to S, which is bounded by the number of subsets of V times
the number of sub-intervals of T of the form [b, e], where b is the beginning of a
link in E and e is the end of a (different) link in E. Therefore, the number of
iterations of the loop is in O(2n m2 ).
In the following, we assume that sets are stored as binary search trees, so
that it is possible to search and add for an element in a set T in O(log |T |). We
also assume that all links are stored in a list, or binary tree, and are sorted by
node pair then time, so that it is possible to search for a link in O(log m).
Now, let us consider a clique (X, [x, y]) picked from S at Line 4. Lines 6
to 10 search for cliques of the form (X ∪ {v}, [x, y]), v 6∈ X, and Lines 11 to 15
search for a clique (X, [x, y ′ ]), y ′ > y. We analyze the two blocks separately.
For any v 6∈ X, Line 7 checks if for all u ∈ X there is a link (b, e, u, v)
such that [x, y] ⊆ [b, e]. This requires at most |X| log m steps, and so it is in
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O(n log m). Line 9 searches for the newly found clique in M , which contains
O(2n m2 ) elements. Since two cliques can be compared in O(n), this search is
in O(n log(2n m2 )) = O(n2 + n log m). The algorithm repeats these operations
for all v ∈ V \ X, so less than n times. Finally, Lines 6 to 10 have a cost in
O(n(n log m + n2 + n log m)) = O(n3 + n2 log m).
Computing l at Line 11 can be done in at most O( |X|·|X−1|
log m) operations,
2
and therefore is in O(n2 log m). Lines 14 and 15 can be done in O(n2 + n log m),
as above. The complexity of Lines 11 to 15 is then O(n2 log m).
We conclude that each iteration of the main loop costs no more than O(n3 +
n2 log m). We bound the overall complexity by multiplying this cost by the
bound for the number of iterations of the loop. This leads to the O(2n m2 (n3 +
n2 log m)) = O(2n n3 m2 + 2n n2 m2 log m) complexity.
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Equivalence with ∆-cliques

Let us consider an instantaneous link stream L = (T, V, E) with T = [α, ω] and
a value ∆ ≤ ω − α. We first define T∆ as [α + ∆, ω], and, for all u and v in V ,
the set Tu,v = ∪(t,u,v)∈E [t, t + ∆]. We then define E∆ as the set of all tuples
(b, e, u, v) such that [b, e] is a maximal nonempty interval included in T∆ ∩ Tu,v ,
for any u and v in V . We finally obtain the simple link stream with durations
L∆ = (T∆ , V, E∆ ).
Theorem 3. C = (X, [x, y]) is a maximal ∆-clique of L if and only if C∆ =
(X, [x + ∆, y]) is a maximal clique of L∆ .
Proof. Assume C is a ∆-clique of L and C∆ is not a clique of L∆ . It means that
there is a t in [x + ∆, y] and u and v in X such that u and v are not linked at
time t in E∆ . This means that there is no link (t′ , u, v) in E with t′ ∈ [t − ∆, t],
which contradicts the assumption that C is a ∆-clique of L.
Conversely, assume C∆ is a clique of L∆ and C is not a ∆-clique of L. It
means that there is an interval I of duration ∆ such that I ⊆ [x, y] and for all t
in I, (t, u, v) 6∈ E. If we denote by t the largest element of I, it is at least equal
to x + ∆ and at most equal to y, and so there is no link containing (t, u, v) in
E∆ , which contradicts the assumption that C∆ is a clique of L∆ .
Therefore, C = (X, [x, y]) is a ∆-clique of L if and only if C∆ = (X, [x+∆, y])
is a clique of L∆ . This is a bijection between the ∆-cliques of L and the cliques
of L∆ that preserves maximality.
As a consequence, Algorithm 1 may be used to compute the maximal ∆cliques in instantaneous link streams (with complexity lower than the initial
algorithm published in [12] by an improvement factor of m/ log m).
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Experiments

We implemented Algorithm 1 and compared its running time with those of
our previous implementation for computing ∆-cliques [12], as well as the im6
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Figure 2: Running times (in seconds) for computing ∆-cliques, for different
values of ∆ (in seconds). Left: Thiers-Highschool; middle: DNC-email;
right: Infectious.
plementation provided by Himmel et al. for their own algorithm [6, 7]. All
implementations are in Python[13].
We used three datasets of different sizes coming from different contexts:
• Thiers-Highschool [5] is a trace of physical proximity between individuals, captured by sensors. It was collected at a French high school in 2012
over a period of approximately 8 days. It contains 180 nodes and 45,047
links.
• DNC-email is the 2016 Democratic National Committee email leak [9],
representing emails sent over a period of approximately one year and four
months 2 . It contains 1,866 nodes and 37,421 links.
• Infectious is a trace of physical proximity between visitors of an exhibition [8], collected over a period of approximately 80 days. It contains
10,972 nodes and 415,912 links.
Results are presented in Figure 2.
We clearly observe two things. First, our implementation significantly outperforms the code for ∆-cliques for all values of ∆. Second, our implementation
is the fastest for many relevant values of ∆: in the cases of physical proximity
our implementation is the fastest for all values of ∆ lower than 3 hours, and
in the case of emails, it is the fastest for all values of ∆ lower than 11 hours.
Notice that these values are of practical interest: exchanging emails at least
once every hour within a group of people for a given time period, for instance,
is significant.
In conclusion, although practical evaluation of algorithms is difficult, these
experiments show that the most efficient solution depends on the target application, and that our algorithm is appealing for small values of ∆ at least in
some cases of practical interest.
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